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Labor disputes are civil disputes between the employer and laborers, which 
are based on the labor contract or virtual labor relationships formed by the labor 
contracts, labor laws and regulations or a labor system. The burden of proof is a 
core problem, whether in the labor disputes arbitration and lawsuit, which 
relates directly to the result of the labor disputes.  
The current labor disputes resolution process in China is different to the 
general civil action system because of the particularity.  According to the 
labor disputes, " limited final arbitration award " and " mediation, arbitration, 
legal action " are putting in to practice at present. However, the issue of the 
burden of proof is always without an incorrect direction indicator because of the 
lack of theories. Labor relationships possess the equality of the civil legal 
relationships besides the subordination and administration of the administrative 
law. The substantive law in our country takes a tile of protection measure to the 
laborers for the characteristic of labor relationships. Therefore, how to balance 
the proceeding position of the employer and laborers and assign the burden of 
proof in order to find an appropriate standard is import to improve the theories 
of the burden of proof and settle the claim. 
Based on the theories of the burden of proof and the laws and regulations 
about it in China, I sum up the laws and regulations about the burden of proof in 
China and analyses the pros and cons concerning it in the paper. And then we 
took examples by the burden of proof in civil litigation procedure in terms of 
activism and throw out a suggestion to the principle of the burden of proof in 
labor disputes. In the end, we discussed how to put the principle of the burden 
of proof responsibility to be applicable.  
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引   言  
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引  言 
随着我国市场经济的发展和劳动制度的深入改革，劳动争议的数量急
剧增加，且因其与民生关系密切相关而倍受关注。据统计，《劳动合同法》
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